Image 1: "Everything has its limit (or border)! The miniskirt has one…" Image 2: "And naturally politics does as well."
That the Berlin Wall marked a political border was indeed "selbstverständlich," "self-evident." The connection between the inner-German border and the miniskirt hemline, however, is less obvious. In the following analysis, we will find that this strange visual metaphor-the Wall as miniskirt-is neither a coincidence nor simply a lame attempt at barracks humor. Viewed in the context of 1960s East German public culture, it testifies to a recurrent link between the Berlin Wall and female sexuality. This link, in turn, points toward what might be called the "ideological fantasy" of the Berlin Wall: the ambitions and expectations projected onto it by East German cultural producers. In particular, my study focuses on the impossible phantasmatic task with which the Wall was freighted: to thwart that most agile of border-crossers, desire itself.
The Berlin Wall was everywhere and nowhere in GDR public culture from 1961 on. Though rarely depicted directly, it seemed implicated in every metaphor of obstruction or containment. Its sudden materialization resonated throughout East German culture and society, but almost inaudibly; an infrasonic wave. One intriguing echo may be detected in DEFA's 1971 children's movie Dornröschen (Sleeping Beauty). In the film, as in the folk-tale, an aggrieved fairy casts a hex on Dornröschen's castle, causing all its residents to freeze in place for a hundred years. A hedge of thorns grows up around the castle, completely cutting it off from the outside world.
After the appearance, literally overnight, of barbed-wire thickets in the aftermath of "Operation Rose," this fairy-tale fantasy would have seemed all too plausible to East Berliners. 3 And so in its visual representation of the enchanted briar hedge, DEFA's Dornröschen imitates life imitating art: the mise-en-scene of the sprouting thorns, with the castle wall looming behind coiling brambles, evokes the Wall's deadly topography of barbed-wire, mine-strewn "death strip"
and concrete, while the shot of the castle's columns through the thicket seems to echo the iconic 1961 photograph of the Brandenburg gate framed by loops of razor wire.
Images 3 & 4:
The hedge in Dornröschen (1971) 
and the Brandenburg Gate in August 1961. (Photo: akg-images / Gert Schütz. Used with permission.)
If, with Freud, we read this cinematic fairy tale as a ready-made "screen memory," a palimpsest of fantasy and recollection, then these visual parallels alert us to a deeper layer of significance within DEFA's deployment of this classic scenario of suspended time and slumbering affect. 4 In DEFA's fairy tale, the Thirteenth Fairy, the conjurer of the briar hedge, describes the function of her creation: "No unworthy man shall pass through the hedge!" Likewise, the narratives analyzed below assign the closed border a protective role; they share with Dornröschen the trope of female virtue besieged.
With bathos verging on obscene, these stories justify the Wall's construction by translating geopolitical hostility into scenarios of impending bodily harm-indeed, of latent or manifest sexual violence. Even as they try to portray the Wall as a magic barrier like the one that shields Dornröschen, sorting the worthy suitors from the bad, they eventually reveal a very different source of anxiety. In these tales of imminent danger, the most worrisome threat turns out to come from within: the Wall, we learn, is there to protect the imperiled heroine from her own desire. 5 This interplay of manifest external and latent internal dangers plays out in microcosm the political and social dynamics that led to the construction of the Wall.
Schutzwall and Schandmauer: Constructions of the Wall
"Niemand hat die Absicht, eine Mauer zu errichten"
"No one has any intention of constructing a wall"
-Walter Ulbricht, 15 June 1961
The Berlin Wall was, in a sense, two walls. By the 1980s the Western side had become a riot of paint and protest, a Technicolor symbol of the Cold War, photographed incessantly and archived indelibly in the public memory. Whereas in the East, the Wall stood, to borrow from Hölderlin, "sprachlos und kalt" (silent and cold). 6 Few photographs of the Eastern side are available, due to the party's strict prohibition against images of the border fortifications. In a West German textbook from the same period, also intended for the 10 th grade, the grounds for sealing the GDR's border are stated much more simply: "In order to stop the stream of refugees over the sector border, Khrushchev gave the GDR permission in the summer of 1961 to stop up 'the person-trap in West Berlin'" . A graph shows the number of refugees leaving the GDR between 1949 and 1961.
Image 8: Chart from a West German history textbook. The caption reads: "Refugees from the GDR and East Berlin 1949-1961"
These two history lessons trace the lines of divergence between Eastern and Western accounts of the Wall's origin, a difference that can be cast in terms of dynamic orientation. As its official title in the East suggests, the "Antifaschistische Schutzwall" (anti-fascist wall of protection) was supposed to stand against a threat from outside; whether by NATO tanks or West German provocateurs, the GDR characterized itself as a nation under siege, taking appropriate measures to fend off its attackers. Here, the dynamics are centripetal: centrum ("center") and petere ("seek" or "attack"). Problems originate on the outside and force their way in. In the West, on the other hand, it seemed indisputable that the "Schandmauer" (wall of shame) was designed not to keep enemies out, but to keep the dissatisfied citizens of the GDR in. The West German accounts suggest a centrifugal dynamic: centrum "center" and fugere "to flee", whereby pressures within the system (political oppression, economic dissatisfaction) push the East Germans out. A Spiegel cover story from August,
2001
, for instance, takes for granted that the Wall's intended purpose was to quarantine the fleeing East Germans: "Never before had a government simply locked up its people to subject it to a social-political experiment" (Wiegrefe 66 This romantic choice template-and the political ramifications it entailswould not in itself be particularly remarkable; GDR public culture had a tendency to narrativize and personalize political economy. 10 As much as the high priests of socialist realism insisted on the subordination of the "kleine Glück" to the "große Glück"-"little happiness" or personal fulfillment to "big happiness" or social harmony-, the former still demanded pride of place in film and fiction. (Progress Filmillustrierte. 1953, Nr 49) Thus, while East German ideology addressed the needs and wants of the individual through political means, East German culture pursued political ends by means of individual stories. In these narratives the conclusion of the individual's story-for instance, the correct romantic choice-is tantamount to a political resolution. And yet, however meritorious its end-effect, such focus on personal fulfillment always risked accusations of selfish individualism-a trait associated with Western Capitalism. The solution to this quandary, and what makes this example illuminating, was a key modification to East German political ideology in the course of the 1950s and 60s: directed to the proper end, the pursuit of individual fulfillment-"das kleine Glück"-was imagined as standing in direct relationship to the social good. This transitive relation is at the core of the phenomenon that I will call the socialist commodity fetish: the GDR's counterintuitive-and ultimately counter-productive-cultivation of consumer desires.
Right Triangles: Romantic Choice as Political Avowal
One of the clearest illustrations of the forced choice between East and West in GDR mass culture occurs in Frank Vogel's 1962 film …Und deine Liebe auch (And Your Love Too). Eva, the protagonist, is torn between two brothers, Klaus and Ulli.
Image 12: Will Eva choose the charming, dangerous rebel Klaus or the kind and stable Ulli?
Ulli is a Party-loyal factory militiaman tasked with closing off the border on August 13, 1961 . Klaus would prefer to be in the West. Near the beginning of the film, the brothers confront each other at the border. They turn their backs to the camera and move a step away, explicitly excluding Eva and the other militiaman from the conversation.
Images 13 & 14: Ulli and Klaus step away for a private conversation while Eva looks on.
The audience, however, is privy not only to the spoken dialogue, but also to the brothers' thoughts in voice-over. 11 Because the conversation is filmed as a sequence of close-up shot/reverse-shots, the source of the internal voices is never in question. In this off-camera dialogue, the brothers ventriloquize a national conversation with clear ideological stakes: Klaus doesn't want to give up his job in the West and the buying power it affords, while Ulli sees the Wall's construction as necessary to ensure world peace.
Images 15 & 16: The voice-over reveals Klaus and Ulli's thoughts during their conversation.
Though excluded from this silent conversation, Eva contends with her own internal struggle. Significantly, this internal debate is couched not in terms of 121 politics or economics, but rather desire: her attraction to a man whose attachments to the capitalist West render him politically suspect and potentially dangerous. We see this interplay of menace and magnetism when Klaus pays her an unannounced, but not entirely unwelcome visit.
Images 17 & 18: Klaus pays a late-night visit to Eva. She finds herself "quite defenseless" against his advances.
The visual cues of this scene-dark, high-contrast images, noir-ish light effects, low-angle close-ups-underscore the threat presented by Klaus's "sanfter We see the other side of romance-novel melodrama, however, when Curt forces his advances on Recha, foreshadowing a more perilous attack later in the novel.
Silently and wildly he fell over her and held down her hands and covered her eyes and her mouth and her throat with kisses. She bit his lips but he felt no pain. He whispered as though out of his mind;
"…you damned cat…, I'll get you…, go on, scratch, it won't do you any good…, I kill myself for you and you…" She suddenly stopped defending herself and kissed him, benumbed and trembling. (136) 12
Only a few pages after satirizing the kitschy language of the romance novel,
Reimann falls into equally ludicrous prose here. Though perhaps inadvertent, this juxtaposition serves as a warning to the consumer of the potboiler's fantasy; its sensuous pleasure, we learn, has a violent core. When Curt attacks Recha he reveals that his magnetic charisma is backed by force. Yet, as was the case with Klaus in …Und deine Liebe auch, Curt's coercive violence seems to have a certain appeal: "benumbed and trembling," Recha succumbs (temporarily) to his desire.
Having pushed Curt away, Recha rearranges her hair in the mirror. "I'm not as thin as a starving cat anymore," she says. "With time… I'm getting more curves, don't you think?" (137). 13 It is telling that, in this appeal for affirmation of her desirability, Recha refers to herself as a "cat," falling into the language Curt used during his attack ("you damned cat"). Naming herself with Curt's epithet, Recha calls a "fixed point"-his work and his convictions-and doesn't seem to need her very much. "He's a block of ice," she thinks at one point (170).
In this sense, we may read Recha's relationship with Curt, like Eva's ambivalence about Klaus, in line with what Mary Ann Doane, in her study of the woman's film of the 1940s, calls a "desire to desire." Doane claims that, vis-à-vis the question of female desire, "the representations of the cinema and the representations provided by psychoanalysis of female subjectivity coincide. For each system specifies that the woman's relation to desire is difficult if not impossible" (9) .
In the East German cultural context, the concept of a "desire to desire" takes on an added significance. For in the psychological discourse of the GDR, it was not just the woman who had a problematic relation to desire. The dominant psychological model in the GDR, adopted from Soviet psychologists such as Sergei Rubinstein, did not recognize desire at all-desire, that is, as defined by psychoanalytic theory as a lack, a space of unconscious agency that incessantly
demands satisfaction yet cannot be appeased by specific objects. Instead, the Soviet model understood human activity as rational and goal-oriented. Desire, according to this model, is always determinate and therefore can always be satisfied.
Here we see in microcosm the tension between what I have termed centripetal and centrifugal understandings of motivation and action. Rubinstein characterizes human activity in centripetal terms, positing a subject motivated entirely by external stimuli. For Rubinstein there is no "unconscious" in the Freudian sense, no mysterious engine of often irrational activity, but rather that which is conscious and that which is "not-yet-conscious" to the subject (40-41).
According to this model, lack is not constitutive, but pathological. The "cure" for desire is conscious activity toward a known goal. Nikolaus, following the "fixed point" of his work and his art, seems immune to the kind of inner turmoil that plagues Curt, who considers endless discontent "his personal tragedy." This "personal tragedy" is actually that of consumption in general: the commodities thought to offer satisfaction inevitably disappoint at the moment of acquisition, and the consumer must look ahead to his or her next purchase.
Through an endless series of material acquisitions, the consumer attempts to alleviate the centrifugal pressure of his or her ever-present sense of lack.
In contrast to the consumerist economy of the West, the productionist economy of the GDR functioned according to a dynamic in which the overabundance was on the side of the producers, rather than the consumers.
One clear illustration of this is the case of material shortfall, a phenomenon depicted in nearly every East German film or novel of production. Shortfalls occurred when a given workforce exceeded the materials needed to complete their work. In the GDR's economy, the labor force was over-abundant, but material was lacking. Even more than the supply of work-material, however, the East German consumer market suffered from a critical scarcity. The East
German consumer was left "desiring to desire," hoping for something to want.
Socialism and Its Discontents
The party had become aware of the dangers of frustrated desire-especially consumer desire-when workers' disgruntlement escalated into a full-blown general strike on June 17 th , 1953. Ulbricht's words here betray the logic of what we might call a socialist commodity fetish-a reversal of the dynamic identified by Marx as operating within capitalist ideology. For Marx, the "commodity fetish" is a misrecognition whereby the "definite social relation between men themselves... assumes... the fantastic form of a relation between things" (Capital 165). According to Ulbricht's rhetoric, on the other hand, commodities would not obscure, but rather reveal the social relations that produced them-and in so doing, would attest to the triumph of socialist production. The "ideological fantasy" at work in the GDR commodity fetish, then, does not uncouple the commodity from the social network that produced it, but rather erroneously believes consumer goods to be ideologically inseparable from this network-it would draw a straight line between the socialist factory and the socialist consumer.
Image 24: The Western vs. the Eastern commodity fetish.
The danger inherent in this policy-of pegging socialism's success and the Party's legitimacy to the availability of consumer goods in the GDR-was twofold. First, the scarcity of consumer goods had to be overcome. Second, and more troubling for the ideological logic of the GDR, a distinction between good and bad commodities had to be created and maintained. The first and more practical problem arose from the East German manufacturing sector's inability to produce enough of these goods to back up the Party's promises, let alone outpace the West. The exclusive emphasis during the postwar reconstruction period on heavy industry had led to a critical shortage even of basic consumer goods, and luxury items were out of the question. In this way, consumer desires were deliberately cultivated by the policies and rhetoric of the SED, even though the actual object of this desire was noticeably absent from East German homes and stores. The SED attempted to offset this jarring discrepancy through an institutionalized promesse de bonheur, whereby present hardships were mortgaged against the promise of future prosperity. In 1962, the New Course was extended and amplified into the New Economic System, a wide-ranging set of initiatives designed to make good on the promises of the 1950s reforms. The New Economic System, like the New Course, relied on the promise of future enjoyment to compensate present inconvenience. The problem, then, was how to convince East German consumers that GDR commodities would not only materialize one day, but that they would be worth the wait. opens with a radio report breaking the news of the border closure. Carolin (Dietlinde Greiff) panics and heads to the newly built Wall in an effort to find a way into the West. As she explains to Georg (Manfred Krug), the kind-hearted factory-militia soldier who stops her at the border, she has a good job in West
Berlin and needs to get across. He temporizes, offering to smuggle her over at a later date. When she visits him at home to discuss the plan, he reveals that he has no intention of taking her across. "You can come visit me," Georg tells Carolin, "tomorrow, the day after tomorrow, more and more, like in a film, until you gradually get used to me."
What's curious about his suggestion here is that this is precisely not how love works in a film, at least not in the traditional Hollywood romance. Cinematic lovers don't "gradually get used to each other," they fall in love at first sight, or they clash comically for a few reels and then realize they love each other.
Georg's invitation to Carolin, to keep coming back until she learns to like him, parallels the film's implicit (and rather cynical) message to the citizens of the newly isolated GDR: "since you can't leave, you might as well learn to like it here." In line with this effort The Uppercut is a veritable advertisement for the products and attractions of East Germany. Just after this conversation between George and Carolin, for instance, the film cuts to footage of the bright lights of East Berlin's nightlife and the neon signs of stores reading "His" and "Hers. 
Images 26 & 27: "True Love" vs. "Wares of Love"
The first looks outward from a bookshop at a young couple windowshopping arm-in-arm. Both are gazing intently at a book entitled "Verliebte Welt," "World in Love." The caption reads "wahre Liebe," "True Love." On the facing page is a photograph of another couple, from the waist down. He is wearing a wrinkled sportscoat and pointed shoes, she a tight sweater, a short, floral-print skirt and stockings. On a billboard behind them we can see most of the words "St. Pauli," the red-light district of Hamburg. The caption reads "Liebesware,"
"Wares of Love."
At first, the intended moral of the story seems fairly clear. Against the Cold-War backdrop of the early 1950s, the "Wares of Love" seems to point to the decadent West, where love is for sale, literally and figuratively. In consuming the latest fashion trends, in buying the products that are supposed to make them more desirable, these young West Germans are in fact selling themselves.
The East, we may infer, is the land of "True Love," where young lovers are brought together by culture and ideas, rather than fashion. The pair in the bookstore, however, are not not consuming: their romantic moment is created and defined by commodities, in this case books. In fact, the books are not even products of the socialist bloc: one title, faintly visible, identifies a translation of British author David Severn's 1946 children's novel Forest Holiday, while "Verliebte Welt" is a picture book by the popular French cartoonist Raymond
Peynet. Both "true love" and "love-for-sale," it seems, may involve the act of consumption-and even of Western products. The GDR is not drawing attention to the means of production to justify the consumption of commodities. Instead, the determining difference seems to lie in the intention behind the consumption.
The difference, in other words, is one of individual psychology (the motivation of the consumer), rather than political economy (the conditions of production).
Perhaps this need to distinguish between Eastern and Western forms of consumption explains the third figure in the "Wahre Liebe" photograph, a man wearing a trenchcoat, hat and glasses, standing behind the couple and watching them. Such supervision, and even intervention, appears in all the cultural products we've looked at so far.
We see this demand for qualitative discernment-and state interventionin …Und deine Liebe auch when Eva goes to visit Klaus, who is in prison for trying to escape to the West. As Klaus assures Eva that he will reform his life, his voice fades out and another fades in. This voice-over belongs neither to Eva nor to Klaus, but rather seems to originate from the guard who sits between them (in fact it belongs to Ulli, who is absent from the scene). The off-voice summarizes and comments on Klaus's words, reporting that he claims to have "drawn the line" ("er hat einen Schlußstrich gemacht")-which, the voice reminds us, is easier said than done.
Image 28: Eva visits a repentant Klaus in prison. The voice-over summarizes and comments on his statements.
The disembodied voice is then echoed by Eva. "Irgendwo muss eine Grenze sein," she says. "You have to draw a line somewhere." Literally, "there must be a border somewhere." As it turned out, the stumbling block in this plan was not the creation of the fetish-socialist consumers were more than willing to buy and enjoy products labeled "made in GDR"-but rather the production of commodities. Pragmatically, the party's policies fostered the desiring-economy of consumerism, even as the objects of consumer desire were nowhere to be seen.
Meanwhile, East German ideological doctrine continued to refute the notion of desire as insatiable lack. Functionaries and psychologists alike saw human activity as rational, motivated by concrete goals and satisfied by discrete accomplishments.
This contradiction made itself felt in the public culture of the 1980s, and perhaps most clearly in romantic narratives. Where we might expect to find a pattern homologous to that of the Wall narratives of the 1960s, in which the choice of romantic partner (the "kleine Glück") mirrors the decisions appropriate to society's "große Glück," the 1980s saw a more radical development. In a great many narratives from the GDR's last decade, meaningful romantic choice has disappeared entirely; it is foreclosed at the outset.
One of the starkest illustrations of this dynamic can be found in Konrad
Wolf's 1980 film Solo Sunny. As the title suggests, Sunny, the film's young protagonist, has not succeeded in her attempts to find love and companionship.
She is also incapable of holding down a day job, the kind of work that was supposed to ensure social integration and alleviate discontent. Instead, Sunny wants to be a rock and roll singer. According to a logic that may now seem all too familiar, Sunny is exposed to the dangers of this lifestyle when one of her bandmates sexually assaults her. Unlike the heroines of the 1960s Wall narratives, however, Sunny is able to fight off her attacker without outside help: "if you hit me," she screams, beating him with a shoe, "you'd better kill me." Sunny is tough, headstrong and self-reliant-so much so, as it turns out, that the greatest threat to her wellbeing is herself. At the film's dramatic climax, Sunny swallows all the sleeping pills in her friend's medicine cabinet. The emergency room procedure that follows is filmed with documentary realism and distressing proximity. There is no soundtrack, just the sounds of splashing water and the doctors' conversation. "What does she do for a living?" one of them asks, sliding a tube down Sunny's throat. "She's a pop singer," the other says dismissively.
After the danger has passed, a visiting friend asks about the suicide attempt. "Everything just happened all at once," Sunny says, then changes the subject: "You know, their favorite word here is 'Partner.' They just don't get it.
Finding someone is like winning the lottery. And I never get the ones I want…
There must be something wrong with me." Dueck calls attention to the striking number of protagonists of East German novels in the 1980s who die through accident, sickness, suicide, or at the hands of others. In these novels, Dueck writes, "the main character either finds him/herself divided, unable to maintain a single subjecthood, or fails to find a place within the societal order and dies at its hands. This dissection of the subject necessarily implies its death, because, although the separate parts continue to live, the original entity has ceased to exist" (113). Dueck relates these narratives of doomed subjectivity to the notion of the death drive, as proposed by
Freud and elaborated by Jacques Lacan and Julia Kristeva. For Freud, the death drive attempts to remove a "persisting tension" in human experience, namely "the difference in amount between the pleasure of satisfaction which is demanded and that which is actually achieved" (Freud 1975, 51) . This driving factor of human activity, the vital motor that the death drive tries to stop, is what Lacan Günter Gauss, among others, has called the "niche" society-gained power and momentum. 17 Thus Sunny and Matthias, who seem at first to be cultural outliers, belong in this sense to the mainstream. In their tenacious pursuit of personal fulfillment, their refusal to compress their "kleine Glück" into the space allotted to it within the "große Glück," they embody the attitudes and strategies the GDR's citizens more generally. On November 9, 1989-coincidentally, the same night that Coming Out premiered in East German theaters-East Germany's unofficial society poured over and through the suddenly obsolete Berlin Wall.
